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SUMMARY

In order to simplify and accelerate calculation procedures for com-
ponent or over-all cycle performance of gas-turbine engines, a series of
curves was prepared relating the parameters affecting each engine com-
ponent. These curves are based on the thermodynamic properties of air
and cozibustiongases for a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.167, which is gen-
erally applicable for jet-enginefuels. The effects of variations in
specific heat during each process in the components are also included.
The curves cover a range of flight Wch ntiers from zero to 3.0, com-
pressor pressure ratios from 1 to 30, turbine-inlet temperatures from
1500° to 3000° R, and afterburner temperatures from 2800° to 3500° R.
Except for extreme cases, the curves are accurate at a hydrogen-carbon
ratio of 0.167 to at least 3° R in temperature and 1 percent in presstu’e
3?atiO, fuel-air ratio, ~d specific t-t. For hydrogen-carbon ratios

considerably different from 0.167 (in the range from 0.1 to 0.2), some-
what larger errors are possible. The curves are adequate, however, for
nearly all cycle or component analyses and reduction of experimental data
for as temperatures up to 3000° R.

~
FOI gas temperatures in excess of

3000 R, the curves shouldbe used with caution, because”the effects of
dissociationwere neglected. Procedures required for performance evalua-
tion are explained for both uncooled engines with no compressor bleed
and for engines ntilizing both cgupressor bleed and turbine cooling.

INTRODUCTION

Procedures available for accurate cycle calculations to determine
engine performance depend on the use of tables or charts of the thermo-

_c properties of air and cozibustiongases. C~c~tions ~& in
this manner are usually cunibersom and t~-cons~~. In order to sim-
plify and accelerate calculationprocedures, a series of curves was pre-
pared and a calculationprocedure devised to provide a quick and accurate

--. . ---- . —-—.—.— .—.— . ..-. .—— .—— -— - —. -—- —-
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method of determining component or engine performance for gas-turbine
power ‘@ants. Desirable features of graphical solutions, in addition to

, simplicity, are that the method used be sufficiently accurate and that
the methods be adaptable to a wide variety of components and operating
conditions.

Graphical solutions employed by previous investigators (refs. 1 to
3) served the purpose intended,but clifferent solutions are desirable
when accounting for turbine cooling in component or engine performance.
In addition, the effects of variable specific heat were not included in
reference 1. While in some cases the effects of variations in specific
heat we small, greater accuracy is obtainable if the effects of varia-
tions are included, particularly for processes where the change in tem-
perature in the process is large. In references 2 and 3, corrections
were used to account for specific-heatvariations,but the performance
of several components was ofien grouped together so that it is difficult
to evaluate the performance of a single component or to calculate engine
performance where part of the compressor air is bled for turbine cooling
or other purposes. The cherts in reference 4, which include effects of
variations in specific heat, provide an accurate method for cycle or

/

component analysis; but the use of simple curves for graphically obtain-
ing the performance of each component can greatly simplify the calculation
procedure. For this reason the data presented in reference 4 were used
for the preparation of curves in this report. These curves provide a
quick and accurate method of obtaining component performance. By com-
bining the component performances obtained graphically,the over-all
cycle performance is easily obtained. Calculation procedures were devised
for a wide variety of operating conditions that include most modes of en-
gine operation including bleeding of the compressor for turbine cooling
or other purposes.

The rqnge of variables covered by the curves ere flight Mach nunibers
from zero to 3.0, compressor pressure ratios from 1 to 30, turbine-inlet
temperatures from 1500° to 3000° R, and afterburner temperatures from
2800° to 3500° R. In addttion, charts are provided so that either adia-
batic or polytropic efficiencies can be considered in the compressor and
turbine.

PREPARATION OF CHARTS

This section presents the calculation methods
the curves used for graphical evaluation of engine

—

required for preparing
ccmmonents. (The

.

—
eqpations used in this section of the report are not needed in order to
use the curves; they are only needed to obtain the curves.) In all cases
where either one or several equations specify the relation between the
variables involved in a specific process, numerical values were assigned
to all bti one of the variables. The unknown qpantity was then computed
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using the appropriate eqpations, and the curves were constructed. The
synibolsused throughout the report are defined in a~endix A, and the
numerical stiscripts refer to the stations in the engine shown in
figure 1.

Ram Temperature and Pressure

The enthalpy rise due to ram can be expressed by

By expressing
becomes

By using
peratures and

v;
h&hO=-

2gJ

velocity as a function of flight

charts in reference 4 to convert

(1)

Mach number, equation (1)

(2)

from enthalpies to tem-—
obtaining the ratio of specific heats from reference 5,

the ram temperature ratio can be calculated. There is no change in total
temperature between stations O and 1 (see fig. 1 for station locations);
therefore, since Ti = T& equation (2) can be used for calctiting 01,

which is defined as

Ti

‘1 = 518.7 (3)
.

Figure 2 shows el plotted against flight Mch nuuiberfor a range of
altitudes at WA standard temperature.

The isentropic pressure rise due to.ram can be obtained from the
following eqpati~n, which is derived in

P~ g (go

~=e

appendix B:

- %)
(4)

where the values of Q~ and 90 correspond to values of h~ and ho,

respectively, from equation (2) and can be read from charts in reference
4. The isentropic ram pressure ratio is plotted against flight Mach num-
ber in figure 3 for a range of standard temperatures at altitude.

.- — . .. . —-. . -—-— --—- -—--— -—.—— —— — - -—-— —— —.
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Compressor Work

lent
Based on adiabatic compressor efficiency. - The compressor equiva-
specific work is defined as

and the adiabatic efficiency of a compressionprocess is defined by

(5)

(6)

Conibiningeqpations (5) and (6) results in an equivalent specificwork
parameter defined as

(7)

Given values of inlet temperature Ti will result in corresponding “

values of ~ ad 9~, which can be read from the charts of reference 4.

For various values of compressorpressure ratio p#pi and the following

equation derived in a~endix B,

(8)

values of ~~,i can be calculated. Using values of the isentropic

enthalpy ~,i at the compressor discharge correspondingto values of

~,i P~ts c~cution of the compressor equivalent specific work

par-ter from equation (7) for ranges of .p~/pi and 61. The results

of these calculations are presented in figure 4.

Based on polytropic carpressor efficiency. - To obtain the compres-
sor equivalent spectiic work as defined in equation (5), val~s of en-
thalpy are obtained correspondingto the iblet temperature

‘1 and the

value of ~;. The value q+, which is a function of compressorpressure

ratio p~/pi and polytropic efficiency qc,~, is calculated from the

following equation (see appendix B):

.

. .— - .
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.

(9)

Comparison of eqpations (5) to (9) shows that a single cwve can be
used for representing the compressor equivalent specific work as a func-
tion of compressor pressure ratio and inlet temperature for both adia-
batic and polytropic efficienciesby use of the proper ordinates and
abscissas. Thus, the results of the calculations for compressor work
based on polytropic compressor efficiency are also presented in figure 4.
An additional set of curves is provided at the top of the figure for

1

llc,e
qtick conversion from p~/pi to (p~/pi) for representative values

of polytropic efficiency ~c,_. In order to eliminate the necessity for

interpolationfor values of qc,m not given on the curve, the upper ab-

scissa can, of course, be easily calculated from given values of qc,m

Jand p’ p’.
1

Compressor Temperature Ratio

Eqyation (5) canbe written

By conversion from enthalpies h’ to temperatures T’,
temperature ratio canbe expressed as a function of the
alent specific work and the compressor-inletequivalent
Such a relation is expressed graphically in figure 5.

(lo)

the compressor
compressor equiv-
temperature.

Fuel-Air Ratio

The total fuel-air ratio at the burner exit for a co?ibustionprocess
that includes the effect of fml burned in a previous ccmibustionprocess
is derived in appendix B:

.

(B18)

—... -.. ——.—. ..__ —__ -——. —— . —-— --——— - -
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where
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x = ‘i,p - ‘ija

For the case where there was no fuel burned preciously, (f/a)a= O, and

equation (B18) can be written

(u)

To obtain an eqpation similarto equation (n) for the case of two or
more cofiustionprocesses in series, equation (B18) can be rewritten as

where

(12)

(13)

The use of the term Y is involved only for two or more conibustion
processes in series, as wouldbe the case with an afterburner. It has
been found that, for afterburner-outlettemperatures w to 3500° R,
afterburner-inlettemperatures from 1500° to 3000° R, and a hydrogen-
csrbon ratio of 0.167, Y = 2.9 with a maximum miation of +5 percent=
In equations (n) and (12), the value of Y is multiplied by the fuel-
ati ratio at the inlet to the second burner (which will generallybe
O <(f/a)a<0.05~then addedto 1. By assigning a constant value

of Y= 2.9, the maximum error in total fuel-air ratio up to stoichiometric
willbe less than 0.2 percent.

.

.

l?qyations(n) and (12) and the charts in reference 4 were used to
obtain figure 6, with the appropriate stiscripts for stations shown in
figure 1. Figure 6 is a plot of the product of the codmstion efficiency

and fuel-air ratio ~,2-3(f/a)3 or ~,5-6(f/a)* plotted agai~t

./
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burner-inlet

perature T:

equivalent temperature

or T: as a parameter

(a small ei?ect in
figure 6, the fuel

It should be

the same for

noted

62 or

for two

%he type of plot used). F%
air-ratio designated (f/a)

7

65 with burner-outlet tem-

values of burner efficiency

that the burner efficiency

the first and second burners. In

the subscripts used in
is defined

(14)

~ does not have to be

addition, the fuel-air
ratio”at station 5 may not be the same as the fuel-air ratio at station
3 because of the addition of bleed air to dilute the gases.

Figure 6 was obtained from calculations in which it was assumed that
the fuel temperature was 540° R and the hydrogen=carbon ratio H/C was
0.167, resulting in a fuel lower heating value H of 18,562 Btu per
pound of fuel. Fuel temperature has a negligibk effect on fuel-air
ratio. Each 100° R increase in fuel temperature will decrease the fuel-
air ratio about 0.3 percent. For values of H/C Mfferent from 0.167,
the fuel-air ratio can be closely approximated by dividing the fuel-atr
ratio obtained from figure 6 by the qpantity
correction factor was obtained by determining
of Z in eqzations (n) and (13) can be very
the expression

0.670 H/c -1-0.888. This
analytically that the value
closely approximatedby

(z = %@ = 0.1670.670 ~ + 0.888) (15)

tor hydrogen-carbon ratios from 0.1 to 0.2 and for burner-outlet temper-
atures from 20000 to 35000 R. The maximum error (O.4 percent) occurs at
a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.1-at a burner-outlet temperature of 3500° R.

Turbine Temperature Ratio

The turbine temperature ratio 6~e3 is a function of the turbine

work
work

and the specific
is defined as

heat of the gas. The turbine equivalent specific

(16)

—- .— .._— —— -— — --— -— —-— — ---— — ———— ---
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This eqyation can be resxranged to the form
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hi

()‘3 %——

%“1- %e3
(17)

By use of equation (17) and
enthalpies to temperatures,

the charts in reference 4 for converting from
the turbine temperature ratio 0~03 can be

calculated for a range of turbine work values. In addition, both temper-
ature level, designated by 03, and fuel-air ratio will affect the tur-

bine teqerature ratio because of their effect on the specific heat of
the gas. The results of calculationsfor turbine temperature ratio are
plotted in figure 7 against turbine equivalent specific work &#03 for

a range of fuel-air rattos (f/a)3 from 0.01 to 0.04 and equivalent

turbine-inlet temperatures ‘3 from 3 to 6. M necessary, the curves

can be used for values of fuel-air ratio less than 0.01 by extrapolation.

Turbine Work

Based on adiabatic turbine efficiency.
an expansion process is defined by

h+ - hi

- The adiabatic efficiency of

~T = & h~;i

The conibinationof equations (16) and (18) results in an
cific work parameter of the same general type as the one
compressor:

Using the folluwing equation derived in appendix B,

R

<)

;
q~,i-v;=y 7

3

(18)

equivalent spe-
used for the

(19)

(20)

and a procedure similar to that used for obtaining the compressor work
curve based on adiabatic efficiency, curves in figure 8 were calculated
and plotted. For the turbine there is one additional variable, fuel-air
ratio, that must also be accounted for because of its effect on specific
heat of the gas. The effect of fuel-ati ratio is handled in the same
way in figure 8 as it was in figure 7.

—..—.- ..
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Based on polytropic turbine efficiency.
bine pressure ratio and tunbine work for the

9

- The relation between tur-
case where polytropic tur-

bine &ficiency is used is handled in a manner similar to that for the
compressor, except that -equation(16) and the following equation are
utilized:

(21)

Equation (21) is derived in appendix B.

From these calculations, a plot (fig. 8) can be used for expressing
turbine equivalent specific work as a function of turbine pressure ratio
for a range of turbine-inlet temperature and fuel-air ratio for both
adiabatic and polytropic turbine efficiency in a manner similar to that
used for the compressor.

8pectiic Thrust

Convergent-divergentnozzle. - The gross thrust from a jet nozzle
is expressed by

(22)

where V7 is the axial component of the jet velocity. For most cases
the nozzle divergence angle is low enough that radial components of ve-
locity can be neglected. As shown in reference 6, a divergence angle of

15° would result in an axial-velocity loss of only 1~ percent. The jet

velocity can be obtained from the expression

The etiust-nozzle

V7 = /2@(h& - h7) (23)

efficiency is defined as

‘6-%~n‘h,
6- %,i

(24)

Codxbing eqyations (23) and (24) results in

(25)

-. .—-. — ---- — — —.. - -—. . ---
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where

trupic

.

h7,i is the static enthalpy that would be obtained with an isen-

expandon. TIXLSvalue corresponds to’the value of Q7,i obtai~d .

from the following equation derived

q; - Q7,i

in appendix B:

k)

P&
=$ln —

7
(26)

By combining egpations (22) and (25) and reeriw tkt w6 = W7, a

gross specific thrust parameter can be obtained:

(27)

Values of this parameter were calculated for a r~e of pressure ratios
across the jet nozzle, where it was assmed thti P7 = PO. Both fUl-

air ratio and temperature level affect the specific heat of the gas and
therefore have an effect on the gross thrust parameter. In figure 9
curves of the gross spectiic thrust parameter F*/w6 = at a fuel-

air ratio of 0.01 are plOttea ~inst the exhaust-nozzlepressure ratio
P~Po with e@mnt e~wt-nozzle temperate 86 as a psmmeter.

The effect of fuel-air ratio differeti from 0.01 -y be accounted for by
a correction factor C, which is defined as

(28)

Convergent nozzle. - For a convergent nozzle, the maximum velocity
is sonic and the mintmum pressure at the nozzle exit is the critical
pressure. For expansion ratios across the nozzle p~po in excess of

the critical pressure ratio (aboti 2) the gross tbrnst results from both
jet velocity and pressure forces and is expressed by the equation

‘7V7
F=~ + A7 (P7 - Po) (29)

.

For expansion ratios less than the critical, there are no pressure
forces; therefore, the thrust is calculated in exactly the same manner
as for a convergent-divergentnozzle. The discussion here will consider

“
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only the case for supercriticalpressure ratios. For a supercritical
pressure ratio across a convergent nozzle, the jet velocity at the
nozzle exit is sonic and can be calculated from

T7 =~T7@3T7 (30)

where the static temperature T7 at sonic velocity can be obtained by

iteration from the expression

Y#T7
h~-h7=~ (31)

Approximately the same accuracy canhe obtained, however, from a simpler
iteration of the expression

‘7 = )T&(& (32)

where the ratio of specific heats y is read from reference 5, and the
evaluation is md,e by iteration for the ~n temperature (T; + T7)/2.

The thrust obtained from pressure forces is a function of the
nozzle-exit static pressure p7, which is a function of the nozzle effi-

ciencyas defined in eqyation (24). The procedure for calculating p7

is as follows: The isentropic enthalpy at the nozzle exit is determined
from the total temperature at station 6, the static temwrature at sta-
tion 7
nozzle
9 and

as determi~d from equation (31)”or (32), and eq-ution (24) for
efficiency. Converting temperatures or enthalpies to values of
use of the folluwing equation (d.erlvedin appendix B)

(33)

provides a method of evaluating the exhaust-nozzle-exitstatic pres-
sure p7.

The flow area of the athaust nozzle canbe

W7 W7RT7
A7S— —

p7v7 = p7v7

written

(34)

Conibiningeqyations

yield an expression

(29), (30), and (34) andremeniberingthat w6 =W7

for gross specific thrust:

..—--- —.— — —.——. — — — ---- ——.—. —.— . — —. --—— —.-. .-
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where

Values of the gross
I.atedfor ranges of

XTACATN 3335

(35)

(36)

specific thrust for a convergent nozzle were calcu-
dmust-nozzle pressure ratio p&/pO, equivalent

temperature e6, and fuel-air ratio (f/a)6. In figure 10 curves of gross

specific thrust F*/w6@ at a fuel-atr ratio of 0.01 and 136 of 3.0

are plotted against exhaust-nozzlepressure ratio p&/p. with exhaust-

nozzle efficiency qn as a parameter. The effects of fuel-air ratio

@ equivalent temperature may be accounted for by a correction factor
C which is defined as

F

‘6 T 66F=—
1?

‘6 &

5s correction factor is independent of expansion ratio.

(37)

At pressure ratios up to somewhat higher than the critical pressure
ratio, the thrust is the same for both convergent and convergent- ‘
divergent exhaust nozzles. For this reason, figure 9 is applicable for
both types of nozzles up to qansion ratios of 2.0. Since a dtl?ferent
type of correction factor is reqtied for the convergent nozzle at ex-
pansion ratios less than 2.0, the curves in figure 10 are terminated at
that point.

AfxuRAcY al?CURVES

All the curves (figs. 2 to 10) were obtainedfrom calculationsthat
made use of the charts in reference 4. The charts in reference 4 are
easily read to within 1° R for dry adr and to within 2.5° R for coxibus-
tion gases with ahydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.167. For a fuel hydrogen-
carbon ratio of 0.167, the accuracy of the curves presented herein is
somewhat lower than that in reference 4 and is generally limLted by the
scales on the figures, except for figure 7 (dealingwith the turbine)

. where somewhat larger enmrs are occasionally involved because of

. .

.

.
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necesssry fairing to obtain readily usable curves. In all cases the ac-
cnracy is generally better than that obtainable for experimental d.ata$
is generally as good as or better than slide-rule accuracy, and is com-
pletely adequate for nemly all cycle or component analyses. For fuel
hydrogen-carbon ratios differeti horn 0.167, larger errors sometimes oc-
cur, which will be discussed lhter. The effects of dissociation at high
temperatures w=e neglected both in reference 4 and .inthis report; con-
sequently, the curves should be nsed with caution at gas temperatures in
excess of 3000° 1?.

The following table lists the maximum errcms in each of the curves
for a hydrogen-carbon ratio of O.167; in general, the accuracy is better
than that indicated:

Figure

2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

Engine

component

Inlet
Inlet .

Compressora

Compressor
Burnera
Turbinea

Turbinea
Nozzles
Nozzlea

Maximum error

3° R
l=~rcent

3° R
0.1 To 0.5 percent
3° R In reading
10° R In curve fairing
1 Percent
0.5 Percent
0.3 Percent

%ee comments in discussion

1°
The possible error of ~ R in figure

in the turbine equivalent work parameter.
mits reading to a value of &‘ to within

1°
corresponds to approximately ~ R.

fOllowing.

4 refers to the reading error

The scale on the figure per-
0.5 Btu per pound, which

As stated in the section on PREPARATION Cll?CHARTS, approximations
were made in the calculation of fuel-afi ratio. In general, all the ap-
proximations are of smaller magnitude than the reading accuracy in figure
6, which, of course, varies along the scale with the best percentage ac-
curacy at high fnel-air ratios. For single conibustorsthe maximum error
in fnel-air ratio after applying a correction for hydrogen-carbon ratio
is 0.4 percent at a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.1. Such a low value of
hydrogen-carbon ratio is of little interest, because most hydrogen-carbon
fuels lie within the range of 0.14 to 0.19, with the average for turbojet-
engine fuels very close to 0.167. For two or more combustors in series -
such as for an engine with an afterburner - the value of the quantity Y

— -—
t
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.

varies as much as 17 Tercent from the value of 2.9 used in eqvation (14).
This variation in Y, w~ch occurs at a hydrogen-csrbon ratio of 0.1, re-
sults in a maximum error in calculation of total fuel-ah ratio of only

.

0.7 yercent. In addition, this error is in a compensating direction to
other errors caused by hydrogen-carbonratio, so that the total error due
to hydrogen-carbonratio (as affecting both Z and Y) is on the order
of 0.3 percent. .

In figure 7, for a hydrogen-carbonratio of 0.167, the curves are
accurate to within the reading accuracy for all equivalent inlet temper-
atures at a fuel-air ratio of 0.01, and at all fuel-air ratios at an
equivalent inlet temperature of 4. Slight errors can exist at other com-
binations of inlet temperature and fuel-air ratio. The maximum error at
a hydrogen-carbonratio of 0.167 is 10° R, which occurs for.a fnel-ati
ratio of 0.04 at an equivalent inlet temperature of 6 and an equivalent
turbine work of 72 Btu per Tound.

For hydrogen-carbonratios d5fferent from 0.167, additional errors
can occur. For the hydrogen-carbonratio range from 0.1 to 0.2, the
maximum combined errors, which occur at high turbine work, high temper-
atures, and high fuel-ti ratios, can result in errors up to 22° R. For
current jet-engine fuels (0.14 < H/C < 0.19), this maxinmm error is
18° R, occurring at M@ hydrogen-carbonratios.

The turbine pressure ratio, plotted in figure 8, is also affected
by hydrogen-carbonratio. Again, the largest errors occur at high values
of turbine work, turbine-inlet temperatures, and fuel-ati ratios. The
maximum errors in the pressure ratio p~p~ are listed in the following

table for a range of hydrogen-carbon ratios:

two

are

*
H/C Maximum error

fi PgP$J

percent

0.10 -5.6
.14 -2.8
.19 1.2
.20 2.1

The reason for the difference in the values of the accuracy for the
nozzle curves (figs. 9 and 10) in the ffist table is that the curves
extended to luwer values of equivalent thrust for the convergent-

divergent nozzle (fig. 9). At tk-se lower numerical values, the-scale
readings can result in reading errors ~f a larger percentage. In many
cases the correction factors C and C in figures 9 and 10 can be neg-
lected, because the magnitude of the correction is often less than the
reading accuracy of the curves. Slight errors also result from use of

.

.

.

.
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hydrogen-carbonratios different from 0.167. These errors are largest
at high temperatwes, high fuel-air ratios, and large e~ansion ratios.
For a range of hydrogen-csrbon ratios from 0.1 to 0.2, the maximum er-
ror is a little lef3#than 1 percent in figure 9 and about 0.4 percent
in fignre 10.

usEaFcuRvEs ANDcJucuIAm m PmcElxm

The curves canbe used for calculation of component performance as
well as over-all.engine performance. The discussion of the use of the
charts deals with engine performance for both turbojet and turboprop en-
gines; from this the use of the charts for component performance is
obvious.

For many applications consideration is not givento bleeding air
from the compressor for cooling or other purposes. For this case the
calculation procedure is greatly simplified. In this discussion, there-
fore, the procedure for the-case with no bleed and no turbine cooling is
described first, and in the following section the procedure
for compressor bleed and turbine cooling is described.

Cycle Calculations without Compressor Bleed or Turbine

that accounts

cooling

Compressor-inlet conditions. - The compressor-inlettemperature,
givenbythe equivalent temperature .81, canbe read as a function of

flight Mach nuniberand flight altitude from figure 2. The isentrupic
pressure ratio for the inlet diffuser p#po canbe readas a function

of flight Mach number from figure 3. There is a very slight effect of
inlet temperature (as influenced by altitude)
high Mach nmibers. The pressure ratio at the
obtain&1 from

where p~/p~

configuration

the equation

on this pressure ratio at
inlet to the compressor is

(38)

is the ram recovery ana is a function of the inlet diffuser

and the flight Mach nwiber.

Compressor work and temperature ratio. - The method of determining
compressor work Mffers depending on whether an adiabatic or polytropic
compressor efficiency is used. In both cases, however, the work is read
fromfignre 4. For the case where an adiabatic efficiency is used, the
compressor work parameter @h&/81 is read as a function of the

. . .—..-- . .——-—- --- -- —
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pressure ratio p#p~ - el

equivalent specific compressor

from the figure.

work is calculated

NACA TN 3335

In this case the

from

(39)

For the case where a polytrapic compressor efficiency is used, two
procedures are possible. Starting with the compressor pressure ratio

1

k,coP~/Pi2‘e ‘i= d (p@i) can be obtained from the top curve

correspondingto the polytropic efficiency TIc,d ad from this the

&pivalent spectiic compressor work N+j/el can be read directly for

the proper valne of inlet equivaleti temperature ‘1” In order to eltm-

inate the possibility of hating to interpolate for valnes of efficiency
1

7C,=
TIc~ not given onthe c==, the t- (p#pi) can be calculated,

an: then the value of N+j/el can bereadfrom the curve.

After determination of the equivalent specific work ~/91 using

either adiabatic or polytropic efficiency, the compressor temperature
ratio 13~e1 can be read from figure 5 as a fnnction of equivalent spe-

cific work ~!el and the equivalent inlet temperature 131.

Primary-burner fuel-air ratio. - The fnel-ati ratio is obtained
throngh use of figure 6 for a specified turbine-inlet temperature T~,
where

and

oE=
?8,2-3($)3

a3 %3,2-3

(40)

(41)

As stated previously, figure 6 was obtained for a hydrocarbon-
carbon ratio H/C of 0.167. It is possible to closely approximate the
fuel-air ratios that would be obtained for hydrogen-carbon ratios dif-
ferent from 0.167 by dividing the value of fuel-air ratio obtained from
the curve by the quantity 0.670 H/C + 0.888.

.

.

.“

.

.
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Turbojet-engine turbine work and temperature ratio. - The total tur-
work is equal to the compressor work plus friction and accessory

drive work. The turbine specific work can therefore be written -

%,wel ~
%1~=

[OJ -

(42)
e31+~

where W is the total of the specific work of the accessory drives and
friction in Btu per pound of compressor-inlet-air. GeneraUy, W can be
neglected.

Using the value of specific turbine work from equation (42), the
fuel-air ratio (f/a)3, and the equivalent turbine-inlet temperature f33,
the temperature ratio across the turbine e~e3 can be read from figure

7. For values of fuel-air ratio that are less than 0.01, the fuel-ah
correction lines can be extended for extrapolation. Normally, however,
the range covered is adequate.

Turbojet-engineturbine pressure ratio. - The method used to deter-
mine the turbine pressure ratio depends on whether adiabatic a poly-
tropic turbine efficiency is used, but figure 8 is used for the,evalua-
tion in either case. For the case where adiabatic efficiency is used,
the work parameter

w%e3
is calculated from the equivalent specific

work Al#e3 and the adiabatic efficiency ~. Using the proper values

of the equivalent turbine-inlet temperature e3 and the fuel-air ratio

(f/a)3, the press~e ratio p~/p~ is read directly from figure 8.

For the case where polytropic efficiency is used, the pressure ratio
can be read directly from the curve, or interpolation for turbine poly-
tropic efficiency can be eliminatedby a stmple calculation. In either

case the quantity (p~/p~)~)cc’ is first read from figure 8 that corre-

sponds to the equivalent turbine work Ah#e3, eqpiva,lentturbine-inlet

temperature f33,and fuel-air ratio (f/a)3 previously calculated. The

pressure ratio p~p~ can then be either calculated or read from the

curve correspondingto the proper polytropic efficiency.

It has been assmed in the discussion that the turbine wcmk was a
lumwn quantity and that it was desired to calculate the pressure ratio.
This will not always be the case. The curves can also be used for cal-
culating turbine work or turbine efficiency from component tests.

.- —.. . —.. . - — —
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.

Total fuel-ati ratio for turbojet engine with afterburner. - FYom
equation (14) it can be seen that

(43)

where the te-m (f/a)* is obtained from figure 6 for corresponding values
of equivalent burner-inlet.temperatures

‘5 = ’42
burher-outlet tempera-

ture T&, and burner efficiency ~,5-6. For the case where there is no

bleed air, (f/a)5 = (f/a)3. E? the hydrogen-carbon ratio H/C is dif-

ferent from 0.167, the fuel-air ratio can be closel *approximated,as

Yexplained previously, by dividing the value of (f/a read from the
curve by the quantity 0.670 H/C + 0.888.

.
Turbojet-engine thrust with convergent-divergent exhaust nozzle. -

The specific jet thrust is primarily a function of the pressure ratio
acress the nozzle, the gas temperat~e, and the nozzle efficiency. To
a smaller degree the fuel-air ratio also affects the thrust. The pres-
sure ratio across the nozzle p#po is calculated from

.

.

(M)

J29 d.~
where the pressure ratios p‘ p‘ p‘ p ~ ~ P&/P~, for the primary

burner, the d5ffuser downstream of the turbine, and the afterburner, re-
spectively, are assigned values, usually based on experimental data. ‘

The gross

evaluated from
specific
figure 9

thrust corrected to et nozzle conditions can be

J
as a function of p‘ po, ~6, and (f/a)6, where

(45)

For the case where there is no afterburner,

(46)

and
.

.
(47)

.—-— —___ — . .—.- ..
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.

. .

The net specific thrust corrected to compressor-inlet

{[
.* &l+ - 1.523

conditions is

}
%6 (48)

Turbojet-engine thrust with convergent exhaust nozzle. - For values
of ‘p&/pO <2.0, the jet thrust is obtained in exactly the same manner

as for a convergent-divergentnozzle. For valUes Of p#pO >2.0, the

quantity F*/w6 & is read fr”~ figure 10 as a function of p&/pO aid

n~” The &orrection factor U is read as a fuuction of 06 @ (f/a)6.

The gross spectiic thrust corrected to jet nozzle

The specific thrust corrected to compressor-inlet
latedbyeqpation (48).

conditions is

(49)

conditions is calcu-

Turbojet-engine specific fuel consumption. - The corrected thrust
specific fuel consumption in pounds of fuel per hour per pound of thrust
is

TSFC =
3600 wf ()

3600$-
a6— =

()

% & el ‘~

‘1 &

(50)

Turboprop-engine turbine work, pressure ratio, ~a temperature
ratio. - The pressure level at the turbine exit pi is usually a set

value that is determined by the amount of jet th&’t desmed cirthe am-
bient exhaust pressure. This pressure and the turbine-inlet temperature
are then the primary factors determining the turbine work. The turbine
pressure ratio is obtained

The turbine work is then obtained through use of figure
aba~ic or polytropic efficiency. The temperature ratio
bine is obtained from figure 7 and the turbine work.

(!zl)

8 for either adi-
across the tur-

. . . . ..— -.-.——— —.—— —,- .— —-—-. ___
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from
with

Turboprop-engins shaft power. - Ths specific
the difference between the turbine power and
allowance given to gearbox efficiency:

IWCA

Sheft power is
the compressor

Turboprop-engine specific fuel corxsumption. - The corrected
spectiic fuel consumption in pounds of fuel per horsepower-hour is

TM 3335

.

obtained
puwer .

(52)

brake

BsFc
3600 wf

~

Cycle Calculations with Compressor Bleed and Turbine Cooling

(53)

The use of the curves is the same whether air is bled from the com-
pressor or not; consequently,their use will not be further discussed.
The essential difference between the calculationswith compressorbleed
and those without is in accounting for variations in mass flow through
the engine and temperature variations due to mixhg air in with the hot
gas or removing heat through the turbine blades.

Many of the effects due to mixing of cooling air with the e-ust
gases and the heat that is removed because of cooling are of very small
-t*. Several methods sxe possible for handling the calculation
procedure:

(1) It can be assumed that air used for cooling each stage is dis-
charged iuto the exhaust gases at the exit of the stage and becomes part
of the working gases for the fo~ng stages. For this case there is
also a heat reduction due to cooling of the working gases through the
stage. This heat is restored at the stage exit when the cooling air
mtxes in with the working gases. The gas temperature at the stage
exit is reduced, however, by dilutton from the cooling air. There is
also a mtiing pressure loss when the cooling air mixes with the gases.

-(2)It can be assumed thatithe turbine is divided into a section of
cooled stages and a section of uncooled stages and that all the air used
for cooling is mixed with the working gases at the exit of the cooled
stages, with the attendant mixing losses, dilution, and restoration of
heat that was given qp by the blades to the cooliug air.

(3) Since the cooling air is discharged from the blades at a 10WC
energy level relative to the working gases, it is questiomble that much

.

.

.
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additional turbine work can be obtained from the coOliUg air in succeed-
ing turbine
come mixing
feasible to
the turbine
but the ah

(4) It
not warrant

stages. Any work that mightbe obtained could possibly over-
pressure losses. Based on these conditions, it would appear
assume that all cooling air mixes with the working gases at
exit, so that no turbine work is obtained from the gases~
is available for jet thrust.

t

could be assumed that the accuracy of the calculations does
the inclusion of effects of heat rejection from the blades

to the cooling air or the effects of additional pumping power on the
cooling air as the air passes through the turbine rota. For this case
the only effect of bleeding air for cooling purposes wouldbe a decrease
in mass flow of the working gases in the turbine relative to the mass
flow in the compressor.

In the calculationmethods presented herein it was felt that known
effects on engine performance should be included where possible. For
this reason the effect of turbine rotor cooling-air pumping power is in-
cluded. In addition, provision is made to include the effects of heat
rejection ft’omthe turbine blades to the cooling air. Tnmany cases,
particularly for the turbojet engine, however, this heat rejection has
a negligible effect on engine performance; consequently, the user
of the curves presented can omit W heat-rejection terms if he so
desires. !l?hemetho dspresent edneglectany positive work that might
be obtained from the cooling ati (assumption (3)), because it is ques-
tionable if work obtained wonld be greater than mixing and other losses
that maybe involved. E~erimental data concerning this effect ontur-
bine performance are presently lacking. If the user of the curves wishes
to include the effect of work obtained from cooling air on turbine stages
following the cooled stage, alteration of the equations given is a rela-
tively simple matter. The total turbine powerwouldbe handledby indi-
vidual stages rather than lumping all the stages together.

In the discussion of calculation methods that follows, only the por-
tions of the procedure that are different fkom the case without the com-
pressor bleed or turbine cooling are discussed. In addition, it should
be stated that the use of the curves is not limited to the calculation
methods presented herein. The curves are eqyally useful for other en-
gine cycles which also involve burners, compressors, turbines, or exhaust
nozzles. As an example, the curves could alsobe used for cycle analysis
of ducted-fan engines.

Compressor work and temperature ratio. - The coqressor-work for the
case with bleed is the sum of the work on the main body of air passing
through the compressa (~/G1)(wl - Wb) plus the work on the air that

is bled off for cooling or other Turposes (&&/e~)(wb). The values of

~iel am ~/el ~eObtained from figure 4andcorrespond tothe

.. .—. .—.-— .— - -— -- ..— — —-.
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pressure ratios p~pi and ~/pi,

bled from the compressor discharge,

respectively.

then p&/p~ =

NACA-TN 3335

& the bleed air is

PyPi> and the com-

pressor work is calculated in the same manner as explained previously
%r Cycle Calculationswithout Compressor Bleed and Turbine Cooling.-

Values of compressor temperat~e ratio ‘b/gl and 62/61 are read

from figure 5 correspondingto tha compressor equivalent work values

w
le

1 ad ~/61, respectiwly.

Turbojet-engine turbine work, turbine temperature ratio, and tur-
bine pressure ratio. - For the case where there are cooled stages in the
turbine. the tenmerature of the gases will be reduced by the removal of
heat d& to cool%g.
moval can be closely

The reduction of gas temperature due to heat re-
a~roxlmated by

~ m ().00638+ (54)

Because of the small magnitude of this correction, a refinemeti for
variations in spectl?icheat due to-temperature level and fuel-air ratio
is not werranted. For most purposes, sufficient accuracy is obtained by
assuudng that the entire heat removal takes place at the turbine inlet;
then

e3,r = es - M (55)

The effect of heat removal on the efficiency of a s~le gas-turbine
cycle is discussed in references 7 to 9. Reference 7 considered removal
of heat both at the inlet and exit of the turbine stage. Since the heat
removal occurs in the boundery layer, it is doubtful whether the main
working fluid is affected until after the blade row. Probably the most
accurate solution, therefore, would be removal of half the heat befare
the stage due to stator cooling and removal of the other half of the
heat after the stage due to rotor cooling. Calculations show that the
final results are effected only slightly where= the heat resection is
assumed to occur; and the calculations can be simplified,particularly
for multistage turbines, by assuming that all heat resection occurs at
the turbine inlet.

Actually, the effect of heat removal on air-cooled turbojet engines
is negligible, so that for most purposes calculations do not require the
use of terms involving A6. This conclusion is somewhat at variance with
the results in references 7 to 9, because unpublished calculations con-
ducted at the l?ACAshow that the heat rejection due to turbine cooling
is only from one-third to one-half that calculated by the method of ref-
erence 7. The terms reqtied for considerateion of heat removal.are

.

.
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included in the equations herein, and it will be left to the user of the
curves to decide whether the heat-removal terms should be included in
his calculations.

The equivalent turbins work is obtained from

(56)

where

%= ‘a,R + ‘a)s + ‘ov (57)

.

u;Wa R

— ~ is t~ tot~ cooli~-afi pqing work for all the cooled
am gJ W~

stages in the turbine rotor.

In ecjyation(56) it is assumed that all bleed air is bled from the
same point on the compressor. By the use of additional terms in the
numerator, it is obtious that it wonld be possible to account for com-
pressor bleed at various points in the compressor. As an example, assume
that the overboard bleed air was bled from the compressor discharge while
the rotor and stator cooling air were bled at the presswe ratio ~/pf.

For this case, the equivalent turbine work would be

(56a)

The turbine temperature ratio e~e3 r and expansion ratio p~p~

are read from figures 7 and 8 correspondi& to the value of Ah#6

obtained from equation (56). For the case where cooling air from $!:
cooled turbine is mixed with the working fluid gases downstream of the
turbine, the temperature downstream of the cooled turbine is given by

.

,

. . . . . .. ———. ———. — —. -. —
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‘4,r =

.

.

where

A slight approximation is involved in equation
specific heat throughout the equation. This assumption has a negligible
effect on the final results.

W1

(58)

(59)

(58) by assuming constant

Total fuel-air ratio for turbojet with afterburner. - The total
fuel-air ratio is calculated in the sams manner as for Cycle Calculations
without Compressor Bleed and Turbine Cooling using equation (43). For
the case with compressorbleed, however, the fuel-air ratio at station 5
is different from that at station 3, as shown in the following equation:

(60)

and with a cooled turbine

e5 s e4,r (61)

Turboje&engine thrust. - The gross spec5fic thrust corrected-to
eihaust-nozzle conditions is obtained in the same manner as for Cycle
Calculationswithout Compressor Bleed and Turbine Cooling. The net spe-
cific thrust corrected to compressw-inlet conditions is given by

(62)

—
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Turbojet-engine specific fuel consumption. - Applying a correction
to ecjpation(50) for the air bled frcxnthe compressor,

TSFC =
3600 Wf

m

For afterburning engines,

and (60). For nonafterburning

(63)
FN

e~
(--)WI e~

(f/a)~ is obtained from eqpations (43)

engines,

(:)3(1 - ~) i(64)

Turboprop-engineturbine work, turbine temperature ratio, and tur-
bine pressure ratio. - The turbine work and temperature ratio are cal-
culated by the ssme method as in the section Cycle Calculations without
Compress&? Bleed and Turbine Cooling, except t%t for a given turbine
pressure ratio p~/p~ the resulting specific turbine work is ‘ 6

w 3,r~
where 03,r is obtained from equation (55). It is more important to

include the effects of heat removal from the gas due to cooling for a
turbuprop engine than it is for a turbojet engine.

Turboprup-engine shaft power. - The specific shaft power is calcu-
lated from

(65)

Turbopr~ -engine specffic fuel com umption. - A~lying a correction
to equation (53) for ah bled from the compressor,

3600 Wf
BSFC=~=

3600@3(l -~)

T

(66)

. ..- . . ..— — -—-—— —- — --
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ImusmATIvB jnKAMmE

The details of a numerical exsmple are presented herein to explain
more clearly the use of the charts for evaluating the performance of a
turbojet engine with various types of compressor bleed. The example
chosen uses 3 percent uf the compressor ti for cooling the turbine sta-
tor blades and 3 percent for cooling the turbine rotor blades. This air
is bled from the compressor at a pressure ratio of 3.0. Overboard afi
is bled from the compressor discharge and is assumed to be 1 percent of
the compressor-inlet air.

In the determination of the turbine work, consideration is given to
the amount of heat removed from the gas stream due to cooling and also
to tha work regyired to pmp the cooling air from the rotor hti to the
tip of the turbine rtior blades. The amount of heat removed from the
gas stieam per pound of gas Q/w3 was comptied and found to be 4.84 Btu

per pound. ~iction and accessory drive work were neglected. The
conditions and engine specificationsare summuxked as follows:

Altitude , ft 50,000
Flight Mach number G 2“0
Ram recovery P~/P~ 0.85

Cooling-air-bleedpressure ratio P#P~ 3=0
Compressor pressure ratio PyPi 6.0

~-b~ pressure ratio PyP~ 0.95

Tail-cone &U?fuser pressure ratio P&/Pa 0.95

APlx21%urnerpressure ratio PgP& 0.90

=at removed from conibuationgases by
rotor and stator cooling, Btu/sec WW3 4.84

Auibienttemperature, OR To 390
Turbine-inlet temperature, % T+ 2500
Afterlmcner temperature, % T~ 3500

Turbine tip speed, ft~sec UT 1200
Friction snd accessory drive work w o
l?urbinerotor cooling--flow ratio Wa WI 0.03
Furbine stator cooling-ti-flow ratio

d

overboard-bleedratio
‘a,~wl 0.03

Wovlwl 0.01
Primary—burnerefficiency

%,2-3 0.98
afterburnerefficiency %8,5-6 0.90

~-ressor -at ic efficiency nc 0.88
12urbinepolytropic efficiency %? 0.85,*
~onvergent-divergent nozzle efficiency % 0.95

flight
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The numerical exaxqle is presented in tabular form:

.

----

Quantity to Quantities, equations, Numerical value
be evaluated and curves required of gpantity

being evaluated

01 I@, altitude, and fig. 2 1.354

PyPo MO, altitude, and fig. 3 7.86

@%@l oI.~P~P~~ and fig. 4 83.0 Btu/lb

q/e~ ?##gl> qc~ and eq. (39) 94.3 Btuflb

@@l ‘1> ~/Pi2 and fig. 4 45.5 Btu/lb

4/% @+$/eI} qc, am eq. (39) 51.7 Btu/lb

e~el 91> qel) and fig. 5 1.738

e2 91> g~glj ma eq. (40) 2.353

G el el~ %/cl, =a fig. 5 1.408

% 91> ~ol, and ~ s 91(~/gl) -1.906

@,2-3 (f/a)3 92, T~, and fig. 6 0.02030

(f/a)3 ?6,2-3~ %i,2-3(f/a)3, ad eq. (41) 0.02071

Ae @3 and eq. (54) 0.03

e3 T* and 93 ~ T~518 .7 4.82

‘3,r 4.7993, ~, andeq. (55)

‘b/wl ~ia,~wl> ‘a,S/w19 ‘od Wl> 0.07

and eq. (57)

~/e3,r lw~, ‘a ~w~, ‘ov/w~> 27=70 Mu/lb‘1> ~/wl> ‘a,R

~/el> %/eI) ~> 63,r> (fla)3$
andeq. (56a)

‘~e3,r ‘3rJ (f/a)3~ ~/g3,r~ atifig. 7 0.817
e4 9~93,r, 93,r, mdeq. (59) 3.91

‘4,r ’49 ~> ‘> ~/wl> ‘a,d ‘1> ‘a,d Wl> 3.83

~, (f/a)3, ~ = 0.25, andeq. (58)

e5 e5 s e4,r 3.83

PgP; ~e3,r’ ‘3,r~ ~,~ (f/a)3J 0.364

and fig. 8
(f/a)5 (f/a)3, wb/wl, wa~wl, wa,~wl, 0.01946

and eq. (60)

%,5-6 (f/a)* 95> T&> %,5-6> and fig. 6 0.02736
(f/a)* ~B,5-6~ ?B,5-6(f/a)*J and 0.03040

(f/a)* ~
/~,5-6(f/a)* W,5-6

--- --——.———— . ————-— .——— ... .. —— —.—.—
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Quantity to Quantities, eqpations, Numerical value “

be evaluated and curves required of quantity
being evaluated

I

(f/a)~ (f/a)5, (f/a)*, and eq. (43) 0.05156

PtiP() ‘1 ‘ $/P;> P&2 ‘=85P@O> Pi/P~> P2 Pl> P

P@& P#P& ~d eqe (44)

e6 T~ and e6 s T~518. 7 6.748

F*/w6 ~~ P~PO> ‘6> ad fig= 9 56.98 (lb)(see)/1.b

c P&/pO> (f/a)6> and ‘ig. 9 1.009

‘/v6 & @/w6 ~~j C, ~n, md eq. (45) 56.04 (lb)(sec)/lb

%&$% ‘1~ ‘6~ To> ~~ (f/a)6> F/w6 fi~ 78.2 (lb)(sec)/lb

d%lwl~ ‘a ‘1) ‘a,~wl> ‘d
eq. (62)

TSFC (f/a)6, ‘1, ~/wl> ‘a~/wl~ ‘a,S/wl> “1.736‘lb/(hr)(lb)

FN/W1@ and eq. (63)

,,
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Curves were developed and analytical procedures were devised for a
rapid graphical evaluation of engine or component performance for both
turbojet and turboprop engines. The calculationprocedure permits eval-
uation of the effects of compressa bleed for turbine cooling or other
purposes. The use of the curves is not limited to the calculation meth-
ods presented. The curves are eqyally useful for other engine cycles
involving burners, coq?ressors, turbines, or eXbaust nozzles. As an ex-
ample, the curves could also be used for cycle analysis of ducted-fan
engines.

The curves were calculated for a fuel hydrogen-carbon ratio of
0.167, which is generally applicable to jet-enginefuels, and effects of
variations in specfiic heat are included. Except for extreme cases, the
curves are accurate at this hydrogen-carbon ratio to at least 3° R in
temperature and 1 ~ercent in pressure ratio, fuel-air ratio, and specific
thrust. For hydrogen-carbon ratios considerably dfierent from 0.167 (in
the range fra 0.1 to O.2), someWhat larger errors are possible. The
curves are adeqyate, however, for nearly all cycle or component analyses
and reduction of experimental data for gas temperatures up to 3000° R.
Since the effects of dissociationwere neglected, the curves should be
used with caution at gas temperatures in excess of 3000° R.

.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, October 21, 1954

-.
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APPENDm A

SYMBOLS

The following synibolsare used in this report:

area, sq ft

brake specific fuel consumption, lb/hp-hr

thrust-correctionfactor for convergent-divergentnozzle

thrust-correctionfactor for convergent nozzle

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(%)

gross thrust , II)

net thrust , lb

uncorrected thrust, F/C or FE, lb

fuel-ah ratio

(f/a)6 - (f/a)5

1 + 2.9(f/a)5

acceleration due to gravity, 32.174 ft/sec2

lower heating value of fuel, Btn#lb

fuel hydrogen-carbon ratio

horsepower

enthalpy, *u/lb, defined by
J 4:00 R % “

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft-lb/Btu

Mach nuuiber

pressure, lb/sq ft

heat rejection, Btu/lb

,
. ..._ —._. —.- —...—. .—. — _. —— —.. —.. ----
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R

T

TSFC

u

v

v

W

w

x

Y

z

r

n

e

P

Q

v~

NACA TN 3335

gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(%)

temperature, OR

thrust specfiic fuel consumption, lb/(hr)(lb)

tip “speed,ft/sec

velocity, ft/sec

specific volume,

spectiic work of

CU ft/lb

accessory drives and friction, Btu/lb

flow rate, lb/see

ratio of specific heats

component efficiency

ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level tempera-
ture, T’/518.7° R

density, lb/cu ft

J
T

~ dT, Btu/(lb)(%)
400° R T

8@scripts :

A dry air, zero fuel-air ratio

a cooling ati
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.

B

b

c

f

G

i

n

Ov

R

r

s

T

a,p

w

0,1,2,3,
4,5,6,7

burner

tdal air bleed, or bleed poiti on ccmrpressor(see fig.

compressor

fUel

gearhx

isentropic or ideal

exhaust nozzle

overboard bleed

turbine rota

after heti removal or replacement

twbine stator

turbine

a~ arbitrsry stations

small stage or pol@mpic

stations in engine (see fig. 1)
.

Superscript:

stagnation conditions

1)

.-. . -—---- . -.—— ~ — -.. — .— — .-
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APPENDIX B

lX3RIVATIONOF EQUATIONS USED IN

Isentropic Compression

PK#?ARATION OF CHARTS

or Expansion

For an isentrupicprocess, the general energy equation is

Jdh =vdp (Bl)

where

a=%m
(B2)

For a peri’ectgas,

pv = RT (B3).

By cmibining equations (Bl) to (B3) and integratingbetween the in-
.

let station a and the exit station ~,

By defining

equation (B4) becomes

which can also be written

.

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

.- .— -
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is

Compression with Constant Polytropic Efficiency

The polytropic, or small stage, efficiency for a compression process
defined

(B8)

(B9)

Cmibining equations (B3), (B5), and (B9) and integrating between
stations a and p result in

1

which can also be written

1

is

Expansion

The polytropic, or
defined

(B1O)

(Bll)

with Constant Polytropic Efficiency

small stsge, efficiency for an expansion process

(B12)

(B13)

Coribiningequations (B3), (B5), and (B13) and integrating between
stations a and ~ result in

(B14)

. —... ----- .-.— —— .— —.— ——— — — -— — .. . .-
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which can also be written

.

NACA TN 3335

.

(B15)
I?pW,=

() =j (9P - Q
~

l?uel-Air Ratio

The quantity of fuel reqtied for a ccmibustionprocess between sta-
tions u and ~ Cm be calculated from the fonowi% heat b~nce y
which includes the weight of
vious conhstion process:

Letting

.,
. .-

eqwrbion (B16) can be

‘Uel- ‘f,U that has been burned in a pre-

+) = (WA+ wf,p)h~ - (W*+ Wf,a)h; (BIG)

‘f—

reduced to the form

,

[ ()-h~,a)l+:a

%, p
(h~,~ - ‘i,a + ‘&,p -Iqa

(:),()
hl

- ht ‘1
.3+ A,~ A,a J

aa @ - ‘i>$ - %,p + ‘f

(B17)

By defining groups of terms as follows:

x = h’ - h’
A,$ A,a

.
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%, p - ‘A,tz“RJ3 -V;a
Y=

‘i, J3- ‘l,a

equation (B17) becomes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Figure 2. - Compressor-lnl.etequivalent temperature due to rain.
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.
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Ccqxeesor temperatureratio, @l

me 5. - Caqmeasor work and temperatureratio.
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Turbhe qulvalentwork TorblneEQwemme lTLtiO, P@.J

~= A4#n#33 far for poQtrc@ic effloianoy
Ediabatioeffiolenoy,m

effioienoy

-8. - Turbinework eod Pmemre ratio. (A Uz’gewor~ ow
cftJllfl ohLu’tm9ybeobte&A bymingthe reqneetdbd in
thelD30kof ’&e report.)
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—-
EKhmEt-nozzlepremure ratio, p~pn.-”

1.?. 1.4 1.61.a?A0ca&4 u&e&o Az&4 &4a.s4a4.Q 4.4 *s&@

Exllatlet-nozZlepreamlmratio, p&/p.

.

.

-9. - ~o~~ *t f~ ~~m-ivment *nst nozzle. (A largewrklxw
mpyofthlaohartma ybeobtalned byusing therequestoawbomd inthebaok of the
-.)
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Bxkwaunzle precmue mtio, P&/p. ~ncazle qui-?alant tAp3natllra, 06
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